Cordwood Construction on the Farm
What is Cordwood Construction
What does it look like?
What do I build?

•
A home!

5 E's of Cordwood
Cordwood Mansion
Cordwood Cabin
Rabbit Hutch
Cordwood Chicken Coop
Working in the garden has rewards
Cordwood Shop
Writer’s Cabin
Yooper Sauna
Framework
Put the youngin’s to work
Homer, Alaska
Classroom in England
Classroom, bunkhouse
Tree of Life Shed in Minnesota

Stuart Bridge

cordwoodconstruction.org
Cobwood in Finland
Greenhouse in Montana
In order to garden in the north
Cobwood in Finland

Heidi Vilkman
www.cordwoodconstruction.org
Man’s Best Friend
Solar kicks it up a notch
Let your creativity be your guide
I only had enough room to go up to 2012.

Ha! That’ll freak somebody out someday.
Carriage in New London, MN
Many hands make light work
One of 3 cordwood buildings at Kinstone Fountain City, WI
Garden Shed near St. Louis

www.cordwoodconstruction.org©
Cordwood Recycle in Sweden
A dragon & a living roof
Pump house in Copper Harbor, MI
Livestock corral in Mexico

Jimmy Fernando Cruz Jaramillo Mexico
ARE YOU GOING TO SING "HAPPY BIRTHDAY?"

I'D LIKE TO, BUT I'M A LITTLE HORSE.
Inside the corral
New Zealand
I dream of a world where chickens can cross the road without having their motives questioned.
Chicken coops I have known
Framing is everything

Tasha Hall
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Center rot cedar has its advantages
Circular in Seattle
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Coop de ville in Michigan
Open for business
Sauna & Rocket Mass Heater
Wyoming bunkhouse
Tool Shed in WI
Bunkhouse in Ontario
Dry your wood
Barn understory Greg Zahn
Love's Organic Farm Greenhouse
Rendez-vous Cabin in central WI
Back 40 of a dairy farm
Rendezvous Cabin on Farm in Marathon County for historical reenactments.
Go forth and do likewise
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